Cart Path Construction
Using our Engineered Base Stabilizer (EBS) mixed in with the in-situ soil to create a
natural looking cart path utilizing our construction methodology will leave you with a
sealed flexible bound surface which will hold up to the daily abuse from golf carts and
maintenance vehicles as well as extreme weather conditions while improving the
aesthetics of your golf course.
Constructing an in-situ cart path using this method will eliminate the need for cement
or concrete, reduce the maintenance, prevent cracking and breaking of the surface,
reduce freeze-thaw heaving, increase the load bearing strength of the soil, provide
dust suppression and minimize the impact on the environment.
A cart path is essentially a narrow road – and should be designed and
constructed in the same manner, following the same principles and
specifications as a normal surfaced road.
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On-Course Solutions patented “nature’s path” coating applied as a surface seal over
an in-situ cart path or over an ordinary concrete cart path will not only vastly improve
the aesthetics of your golf course but will impact the integrity, strength and weather
resistance of your cart path.
Applying this type of coating over your cart path will help prevent cracking and
breaking of the surface, increase skid resistance, become water and weather resistant,
reduce maintenance, cut labour and maintenance costs, be guaranteed to last and
greatly contribute to the enhanced superior look and feel of your golf course.

Ordinary concrete cart path

“Nature’s path” surface

In between coats

“Nature’s path” surface

Lower the environmental impact and improve the look and feel of your golf
course using the highly innovative newly patented “nature’s path” coating
from On-Course Solutions for your cart paths.
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